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Phomi™

is an internationally recognized brand name in a
world of sustainable green products, resiliently built on a
down-to-earth philosophical foundation, generously offering
Eco-friendly architectural covering products manufactured from
traditional materials brilliantly infused with technological
innovation, giving birth to uniquely-conceived design creations
ranging from classic, modern, contemporary, visionary and
futuristic designs; catering to current architectural needs while
continuously developing and shaping ideas for futuristic
design trends.
Worldwide global patents with establish centers. More than
300 varieties of products, progressively increasing in tandem
with an ever-growing international market demands for Flexible
Tiles.
Manufacturing facilities and processes in compliance with ISO
14001 Environmental Management System. “Zero-Pollution”
enhancement; harmonizing society and the built-environment.
ISO 9001 Quality Management System.

FLEXIBLE
TILES

Homogeneous &
Non-Fading

Thin & Light Weight

Water Resistant

HOW IT’S MADE
Flexible tiles derived from an unfired patent manufacturing technology
with the base material : clay, sand and stone powder.
Goes through a series of selection and processing into a homogeneous
panel and infused with construction performance polymer to create a
flexible panel for subsequent holding & surface texturing.

Fireproof

Then goes through a low energy infrared light in its curing process to
reduce the carbon footprint, thus preserving the product’s closest pure
form with nature.
Anti-Crack

#052

#085

#308

#038

COMPARISON
CHART

INSTALLATION SPEED

COST SAVING
Flexible Tiles transformed
tranformed from inorganic
materials, reduces cost down to 50% yet
mimic the aesthetics of natural stones.
TRANSPORTATION SAVING
Flexible Tiles are 80% lighter hence caters
more room for transportation.

NATURAL STONES

70ft2/day

COST COMPARISON

QUICKER INSTALLATION
Flexible Ttiles are naturally light weight for
effortless handling, which benefits easier
and quicker installation.
GREEN TECHNOLOGY
Flexible Tiles’ manufacturing technology
elimanates carbon footprint by using low
energy heating processes.
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FLEXIBLE TILES

300ft2/day

DURABLE
Flexible Tiles are made out of durable
inorganic materials which provides longer
product life span.
TEMPERATURE CONTROL
The inorganic base of Flexible Tiles evens
out the temperature fluctuation which
provides a stable and comfortable interior
temperature.
PURIFICATION
Flexible Tiles' inorganic base inherents
the ability to reduce odour in the air which
creates a pleasant environment.
LOW MAINTENANCE
Flexible Tiles imparts inorganic natural
colours as its source to reduce organic
promotions due to environmental factors.

EXTERIOR
APPLICABLE
AREAS
Phomi Flexible Tiles fit any form or
function without having to sacrifice
aesthetic and material limitations. When
adorned on exterior surfaces, its
malleability and various choices of
texture allow you to build beautiful
forms, invoke flow and recreate
interesting dynamics that would usually
require high costs and extensive work
to execute upon.

EXTERIOR
FACADES

CEILINGS

Able to be installed onto large scale
facades, curvatures, columns walls,
feature walls, and even ceilings prepare to be bound only by your
imagination as our durable and
eco-friendly tiles leave a lasting
impression for all to see.

COLUMNS
FEATURE
WALLS

INTERIOR
APPLICABLE
AREAS
The interior landscape of homes, offices
and public buildings all evoke different
moods
and
functionality
which
challenges designers to create healthier
and more aesthetically pleasing
environment for the people using the
space.
We understand the ever changing
needs and demands for interior
designers and architects. This is where
Phomi provides an easy solution for
world-class designs with our line of
textured and non-textures flexible tiles
each inspired by various traditional and
modern designs.
Design
beyond
limitations
by
completely installing our flexible tiles
over pillars, corridors and iconic feature
walls to get your concept off the drafting
table into real life.

FEATURE WALLS
ROUND
COLUMNS

Diameter of 3ft recommended

CORRIDOOR WALLS

TRAVERTINE SERIES
Travertine Series, characterised by pitted holes and troughs in its surface, it’s one of the most
frequently used stones in modern architecture. The decorative potential of Travertine Series makes
this product a magnificent choice for recreating splendid decors and transmitting unique sensations.

TE031Y

TE031YZD

TE052KZ

TE052053

PRODUCT DIMENSION

PRODUCT FEATURE

600x300mm

1200x600mm

Facade

External Wall Interior Wall

Washroom Round Column Corridoors

OASIS SERIES
Oasis Series, surface that utilizes dips, ridges and veins to create a continuous splits along parallel
planes, creating an uneven surface that incorporates various veins and ridges.

OS031

OS038

OS054

PRODUCT DIMENSION

PRODUCT FEATURE

Facade

600x900mm

External Wall Interior Wall

Washroom Round Column Corridoors

SLATE SERIES
Slate Series gives a simple yet stunning look which features a fine grain and rich palette of colors that
can easily accent any decor. The diverse choice of colors makes Slate Series a perfect choice for
rustic, contemporary, modern or traditional settings.

S038

S052053

S203206

S308317

PRODUCT DIMENSION

PRODUCT FEATURE

575x286mm

1150x575mm

Facade

External Wall Interior Wall

Washroom Round Column Corridoors

GRANITE SERIES
Granite Series found around the world on mountains and hillsides, the texture with a grainy and
lustrous appearance. With its pleasing raw concept, Granite Series will add texture and visual interest
to any area of your choice.

G038

G052

G308

PRODUCT DIMENSION

PRODUCT FEATURE

600x310mm

Facade

External Wall Interior Wall

1500x600mm
Washroom Round Column Corridoors

CUT STONE SERIES
Cut Stone Series, corrugated texture which has the straight parallel lines in between the coarse
surface. Cut Stone Series makes a wonderful accomplice to modern architecture as facade material
and wall claddings.

CS052

PRODUCT DIMENSION

PRODUCT FEATURE

Facade

1200x600mm

External Wall Interior Wall

Washroom Round Column Corridoors

INFINITI SERIES
Infiniti Series, appearance of primeval charm yet contemporary, deep and intense textures that recall
hints of natural elements and moods of far away lands.

I038

I052

I058

PRODUCT DIMENSION

PRODUCT FEATURE

Facade

590x300mm

External Wall Interior Wall

Washroom Round Column Corridoors

GOLDEN LOLITE SERIES
The Golden Lolite Series creates a lasting statement by offering an effortless elegant aesthetic. The
sophisticated look and artistry makes it an unique choice to enhance your space.

GL

PRODUCT DIMENSION

PRODUCT FEATURE

575x286mm

1150x575mm

Facade

External Wall Interior Wall

Washroom Round Column Corridoors

35 PIECE STACK STONE SERIES
35 Piece Stack Stone Series, tightly fit ledger pieces of varying thickness, assembled together as
brick style. Classic cuts of stone that will complement any design.

TFSS052

TFSS206

TFSS315

PRODUCT DIMENSION

PRODUCT FEATURE

Facade

595x280mm

External Wall Interior Wall

Washroom Round Column Corridoors

CROSSARD MUSHROOM STONE SERIES
Crossard Mushroom Stone Series gives a view of great density, top face chiseled as mushroom
shape, a bulbous texture with natural rock appearance. Crossard Mushroom Stone Series similarly
incorporates a range of polar opposites with singular style.

CM031

CM038

CM052

PRODUCT DIMENSION

PRODUCT FEATURE

Facade

External Wall Interior Wall

1200x300mm
Washroom

Corridoors

JAGGED WOOD SERIES
Warm, simple but elegant, the jagged wood series enhances any space with its colour variations: a
rich, tactile material. Calls to mind sensations of natural surroundings.

JW052053

PRODUCT DIMENSION

900x180mm

JW085089

PRODUCT FEATURE

Facade

External Wall Interior Wall

Washroom Round Column Corridoors

ORIGINAL WOOD SERIES
The Original Wood Rhine, upholds fine materials and timeless appeal. This collection provides a
superior outlook for space. The Original Wood Series is a perfect option for settings with a
personality and strong authentic allure.

OW306315

PRODUCT DIMENSION

900x180mm

OW308317

PRODUCT FEATURE

Facade

External Wall Interior Wall

Washroom Round Column Corridoors

COARSE LEATHER SERIES
Coarse Leather Series, symbol of elegance and nobility, it is always be connected with luxury and art,
no matter in traditional wall decoration or modern wall design, Coarse Leather Series always be
chosen as featured and precious element to upgrade the level of extravagance.

CL031

CL052

CL221

PRODUCT DIMENSION

PRODUCT FEATURE

Facade

External Wall Interior Wall

1500x600mm
Washroom Round Column Corridoors

CROCODILE LEATHER SERIES
Crocodile Leather Series, symbol of elegance and nobility, it is always be connected with luxury and
art, no matter in traditional wall decoration or modern wall design, Crocodile Leather Series always
be chosen as featured and precious element to upgrade the level of extravagance.

CRL043

CRL052

CRL221

CRL315

PRODUCT DIMENSION

PRODUCT FEATURE

Facade

External Wall Interior Wall

1500x600mm
Washroom Round Column Corridoors

WEAVING SERIES
Weaving Series, the way the warp and filling threads interlaced with each other to form a pattern of
woven texture creates a textural visual that is unique, distinctive and contemporary.

W056

W201

W315

W360

PRODUCT DIMENSION

PRODUCT FEATURE

Facade

External Wall Interior Wall

1500x600mm
Round Column Corridoors

A BRICK SERIES
A Brick Series, creates an ambiance that is modern with a touch of rustic dose. With its pleasing raw
concept, this series adds texture and visual interest to any area of your choice.

AFB030038

PRODUCT DIMENSION

240x60mm

AFB308317

PRODUCT FEATURE

Facade

External Wall Interior Wall

Washroom Round Column Corridoors

1.

Axe

2.

Laser Leveler

3.

Electric Hand Mixer

11.

Scissors

4.

L - Angle Ruler

12.

Cement Tray

5.

Scrapper

13.

Trowel

6.

Blade

14.

Notch Trowel

7.

Measuring Tape

15.

Chalk Line

8.

Masking Tape

16.

Nails

9.

Hammer

17.

Brushes

Sandpaper

18.

Tamping Board

19.

Cloth

20.

Pencil
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INSTALLATION
METHOD

2. Spread a thin even layer

of the recommended tile
adhesive with a hand
trowel, to fully cover the
back of Flexible Tile.

3. Use a suitable notch trowel

held at 45 degrees angle
over the adhesive layer
applied to create a
series of parallel ribs
for solid bed adhesive
coverage.

1. Establish and mark

horizontal/vertical
setting lines on the wall
using Laser Level
equipment.

5. After filling joints with the

recommended grout and
upon initial curing, scrape off
excess grout followed by final
cleaning with a damp sponge.

4.

With the setting lines as a
guide, install the Flexible
Tiles into position by using
the plastic tamping board
to ensure full adhesive
contact with the wall
surface.

6. Once adhesive has

completely dried and your
tiles are securely bonded to
your chosen surface. Your
flexible tiles have been
successfully applied.

Product Size

Pcs/carton

Kg/carton

Ft2/carton

1500 x 600

50

420

485

1200 x 600

16

65

124

1200 x 300

86

450

334

1150 x 575

16

65

114

900 x 600

20

60

117

900 x 180

78

50

136

600 x 300

24

30

46.5

575 x 286

26

30

46

240 x 60

450

25

70

225 x 60

320

25

46.5

222 x 63

400

25

60

(mm)

PACKAGING
SIZES
Phomi’s flexible tiles comes in various sizes and measurements. No matter the
scale of the project, we have just the right pieces to build your dream wall.

CERTIFICATIONS
The pioneering patented brand in Flexible
Tiles is the industry leader in the world of Eco
or Green building materials.
Recognized by the Global Green Building
Materials Industry & International Standards
as the fore bearer of iconic innovative
cutting-edge materials.
Our vision is to create a more environmental
friendly living space by using a sustainable
recyclable green product.
SGS VOC

Jabatan Kerja Raya

MALAYSIA
Jabatan Bomba
Certificate

American Patent

Singapore Green Label

European Patent

